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RESILIENT 
IS THE NEW SUSTAINABLE
In the meantime while you are 
sketching, you will develop 
ideas and you have the time to 
rethink and alter them.

In the first turn, the students sketch the
city with the technique Sketch & Draw in
the manner of Urban Sketching. Based
on a research on defined subjects and
locations. Students initialize their own
ideas and do their ideasketches for the
innovative design of the smart future
and liveable City. They develop with rapid 
ideasketches their research, innovations 
and iterations for creative solutions.

Why Urban Sketching?

The thesis is that laypersons get involved 
in urban planning, if they are allowed to 
influence and if access to information and 
data is granted. If they can participate in 
urban planning, people create liveable and 
resilient cities, because the planning and 
implementation will be discussed with all 
stakeholders. Every citizen is interested in 
the reliance of his or her city and for his or 
her life.

The Urban Sketchers often works with
what is in front of them, they depict the
street scenes the way they find them. We 
try to go one step further and outline what 
we would like or want in future. We ask:
How could it be done in another way?
What has to be done that the city and
urban spaces will be more liveable
again? And what are the challenges of
resiliencey?

Urban Sketchers outline their 
subjective views of the city.

The trend of Urban Sketching may be
categorised as a counter-movement of
the “click and post” of the smart phone
era. The aim is to face the truth and the
urban environment and have an opinion
about how to build it better for humans,
not for cars. The individual perception

plays an important role. The sketch
serves as an instrument of observation
and reflection. Deciding drawing there
means enough time for reflection. Time
plays a central role. Sketching means
working with the creative part of the
brain. Since ever, a scientist used this 
advantage of stimulating creativity during 
research. Sketching is an old language of 
science and not only in depicting but in 
visual thinking.

By working on location you 
have the time to observe the 
world and to reflect. 

And what is the quality of urban life
today? What has resilience to do with it?

The Urban Sketchers try to go a step
further than just take pictures of urban
spaces. He reflects by sketches situations in 
order to question them and to
bring them in relation to history and
society. With sketches, combined with
own ideas, the new Urban Sketcher gets
iterative design thinking answers of the
question:

How looks the smart, resilient
urban quality of life tomorrow?

The answer to this question will give us
the students with their visual research,
sketches, illustrations, ideas, photos
and digital drawings as well as with further 
digital devices.

SKETCHCITY.CH
SKETCHCITY project home 2019
urban sketching study week 2019 at Rotterdam 
University

FOURTH EDITION – a joint project of the two
Swiss Universities of Applied Studies  
Chur and Berne and the Rotterdam University, 
the Netherlands

Because we won’t 
be able to afford 
cities like the  
cities we built  
in the last decades, 
we are forced to 
find better  
solutions for  
the sustainable,  
resilient and  
liveable future city

The biggest  
advantage of the 
sketch is, that it  
is able to project  
the future
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Urban Sketcher Student Team

Bernhard Aebersold  ·  Lynn Aeschlimann  ·  Carolina Alpiger  ·  Lukas Alpiger  ·  Hannah Ambass  ·  Sandro Anderes  ·  Jessica Auer  ·  Deborah Bächli  ·  Selina Bärtschi  ·  Sa-
rah Büchel  ·  Aya Baalbaki  ·  Gabriel Baschung  ·  Aline Blatter  ·  Géraldine Brönimann  ·  Milena Burch  ·  Claudio Caflisch  ·  Daniel Cano  ·  Noah Debbabi  ·  Alessio Di Santo  
·  Till Eberli  ·  Yanik Fahrni  ·  Tobias Feigenwinter  ·  Lewis Felder  ·  Lucien Gacond  ·  Luca Gisler  ·  Céline Gloor  ·  Stephan Gois  ·  Anastasja Gornacki  ·  Gina Gysi  ·  Kathrin 
Häseli  ·  Lara Hanselmann  ·  Manuel Haslebacher  ·  Delia Haueter  ·  Delia Heierli  ·  Nevio Heimberg  ·  Janine Herzig  ·  Oliver Julier  ·  Andreas Junga  ·  Michel Kessler  ·  
Lukas Kunz  ·  Davis  Kwakye Kwame  ·  Aileen Lakatos  ·  Alice Loher  ·  Lorena Lucek  ·  Corina Mühle  ·  Nathalie Müller  ·  Andrea Maag  ·  Amanda Manse  ·  David Marbach  
·  Saskia Marty  ·  Manuel Matti  ·  Irina Mayer  ·  Anna Meier  ·  Till Minder  ·  Anja Mittner  ·  Marisa Montinero  ·  Lara Morri  ·  Lea Moser  ·  Ysabelle Moser  ·  Lilian Nägeli  ·  
Nicole Nett  ·  Leonie Neukomm  ·  Rémy Niederer  ·  Nicole Rösch  ·  Anja Reichlin  ·  Carole Reidhaar  ·  Lynn Rissi  ·  Mirjam Rodehacke  ·  Celia Rogg  ·  Célina Rohrbach  ·  Sé-
bastien Ross  ·  Svenja Schafer  ·  Delia Schafer  ·  Hannah Scharnagl  ·  Konstantin Schmidt  ·  Ananda Schmidt  ·  Lea Schnyder  ·  Angelina Sigrist  ·  Nicola Spescha  ·  Demian  
Spescha  ·  Lukas Spichtig  ·  Nuria Spycher  ·  Lea Sulzberger  ·  Patricia Suter  ·  Samira Taghizadegan  ·  Madlaina Tinner  ·  Nicole Toth  ·  Svenja Tschannen  ·  Nicole Ulrich  ·  
Amber Vetter  ·  Marco von Felten  ·  Lorena Wahrenberger  ·  Zoe Waltenspül  ·  Sebastian Walter  ·  Chris Widmer  ·  Larissa Zingg  ·  Frank Zinsli  · 

Students Modul Visualisieren, Multimedia Production Universities of Applied Sciences Chur& Berne

Urban Sketcher Lecturers Team 

Prof Tanja Hess, Dipl. Gestaltung und Kunst HGKZ , HTW Chur · Dr. Andreas Vogel, Head Gestaltung & Kunst, HKB  ·  Dr. Ulrike Mothes, Head of Multimedia Production 
Bachelors Degree, HTW Chur · Andreas Maedler, AD/CD Art, HTW Chur · Caroline Weis, Visual Communication, HTW Chur, Noah Schär, Sketch&Draw HTW Chur · Carmen 
Wenger, Sketch&Draw, Multimedia Producer, HTW Chur · Rick Heikoop, MA, MEMR, Rotterdam University · Dr.ir. Floris Boogaard, Rotterdam University ·

Lecturers Universities of Applied Sciences Chur& Berne and Rotterdam University

RESILIENT 
IS THE NEW SUSTAINABLE

We are looking at 
the world how it 
is and we want to 
improve this urban 
environement to a 
better world

Cities should  
engage Urban  
Sketchers as idea 
generators for 
more livability

The biggest  
advantage of the 
sketch is, that it  
is able to project  
the future

SKETCHCITY project home 2019
urban sketching study week 2019 
at Rotterdam University
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a joint project 
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Swiss Universities of  
Applied Studies  
Chur and Berne
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Rotterdam  
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